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Passage, Quick Fire

ticable Fire Escape,

For rescuing invalids, the feeble and timid, as well as the able;

.Giving the problem of sure flight from death by fire or suffocation.

'

An absolute guarantee of safety to hotel guests and tannin oc-

cupying elevated apartments.

No defacement of building, accidents arising from rusting oiH

or risk of soiling the clothing of passers underneath.

Once constructed, no further expense necessary for years.

No machinery to get out of order.

No trouble from ice, or water freezing.

Always ready for service. Lives saved, and water on the Jire

lven.
possible, before the usual fire alarm is

Nothing to frighten the most timid child.

No exposure to the weather, fire, or smoke.

No winding stairways, narrow at one end, to break or d>slo U

a limb.

Nothing to shock the modesty ol a sensitive person.

Nothing repeliant about entering it.

Once within, it wins confidence, and secures orderly ?ht.

Complete in ventilating power through its passages, and througl

the vertical pipes for street sewer vent.

Well adapted for water, gas, and hot air pipes, for dom tic uses.

The loftier a huilding orflat, the more desirable it becomes as a

residence when provided with one of these safety towers.

Computino- interest on the cost, the exhibit is but a trifle - com-

nared with t\ie absolute security offered to families, and the cm

able feeling they will always repose in, especially the heads offamilies

when absent from home.

S. J. PARDESSFS, Patentee,

9 & 11 Park Place,

P. O. Box 557.
New York
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This tire escape and safety tower, may be constructed independent

building, as when located in the centre of a space or court, or to

m a part of the building from which ii is a means of escape in

case of fire, whereby people suddenly awakened and alarmed, may

readily find their way out, and down from a building on fire, even

through darkness and smoke, without accident.

Also to provide in the same structure, an independent avenue

and means of quick access to, and egress from, the burning building

f< tireraen and the like, separated but accessible from the escape

pa ige at all times, and so ventilated that smoke cannot become

d< or obstructive until in the last stages of the conflagration.

Cut A shows the exterior in outline
>

and the interior arrangement of the tower

fully, with the combined inner cold air

duct, and open, n» ladder-footing for

firemen's use, an*... outside easy in-

clined roadway, resulting from not

winding immediately about the centre

shaft, that persons fleeing may not

experience difficulty. Blank places in

the outline of the wall or casing, indi-

cate the location of doorways or pas-

sages into the tower from a building in

connection at each story.

At the apex of the roof, a dome ex-

haust-ventilating cap is placed.

The outer passage being without

steps or landings, makes it feasible to

remove aged people or the sick, unable

to help themselves, by drawing them on

bedding all the way down, without jar

or injury. The partition separating the

two passages is not so high but that

firemen may vault over it if they desire,

for the purpose of rescue, and after-

ward using the hose and water connec-

the centre shaft (as shown in cut B), or wherever otherwise

as shown in the succeeding illustrations.

Cut A

tion at

placed,

..



Cut B shows the tower escape standing contiguous and commu-
nicating by doorways at each story through the walls of a building
or, if nearly adjoining, with other buildings, according to situ-
ation, provided windows or openings are not located near it or under-
neath, to expose persons to smoke or flame. Thus placed, an outside

casing or guard, of galvanized sheet-iron
only is required, built up to entirely en-
close it, or, as in the illustration, part of
the way up. The outer inclined passage
may be made to serve also as a viaduct,
in lieu of stairs in factories, etc., etc.,

thus answering the double use, where
stair space may be utilized for other pur-
poses.

Couplings at the end of each of the
floor rafters or rungs (if made of iron
pipe), at the centre shaft and vertical
wall standards, explain the numerou-
water outlets operative for the delivery
of water directly upon the fire—by hose
or otherwise— affording immediate con-
trol over it in its early stages. Such
pipes as may not be thus used would
serve for gas, hot air, heating, and other
domestic purposes. The circuit brace

y

and vertical standards, shown coupled
at the outer ends of the floor rafters,

impart great strength to the s1 ructure,
the standards multiplied as increase-

1

resistance is required.

If the tower is built of brick, whether outside or inside a building
all the foregoing structural arrangements are the same, except em
ploying the outer vertical standards and circuit brace, as the brick
wall answers to these requirements.

Cut C shows the tower without sewer ventilation, when
|

ing detached from a building as in an open space or court, with
bridgeways radiating therefrom to surrounding build in t>s

?
all the in-

terior arrangements the same as i 1 1 Cut B, except the droj >, d\

and ventilating cap. Thus located, a brick wall is not imperative, ;

a guard of wirework, or galvanized sheet iron as in Cut B, will

making an inexpensive fire escape, and transit way as well, - o
hotels and the like.

Cut B.
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Cuts D and E show sectional views of
the tower wall and doorways, both sides,

when brick is employed for the wall, or
when built with a double casing of gal-
vanized sheet iron, filled in with fire-

proof material, the doors of galvanized
sheet-iron filled in with cement, or made
otherwise fire-proof, and so properly bal-
anced, working vertically, as to always
incline to self-closing without clash.

They should be made as low as possible
and wide, to prevent smoke entering.
The hightof the doors maybe increased
by arrangement in sections.

After escape of the inmates, the
doors will serve firemen as screens if

necessary, and by lifting the drop-shield,

which covers the aperture, as seen in the
cut, and inserting the pipe nozzle, be
able to deliver a stream of water di-

rectly upon the fire. The number, lo-

cality and size of doorways, as well as
width of escape passage, will depend (to

prevent over-crowding) upon the de-
mand likely to come upon them.

Z>. Inside of the tower with

door half open.
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F—One of the many exterior designs

adaptable to this purpose, of brick,

stone, beton, or other solid material, to

suit the fancy, or to conform to the ar-

chitecture of surrounding buildings-

If built in an open space, the crown

could be utilized for lighting purposes,

and loop-hole windows introduced, a

shown in the cut.

Other uses to which this improved

safety may be applied:

Public Schools, cluldren entering the

school building in the usual way, and at

intermission hour to go down the y
passage by orderly drill, thus becoming'

so accustomed to it, that in cas< of fir

they will enter it in confidence and Bui

fer less alarm.

For service passage, in care of jani-

tors, or for facto ries hi L /. of s.

Stables, for horses to ascf to \

hight required.

Elevated structures of all kind t

requires less room than stah

As an invaluable aid to all >

eorps.

Further information will be cheerfully given. Di I

estimates of an entire construction, or oi my of he var u

furnished at a reasonable rate.

Contracts taken for the comple building of the sami for

or on a term of years; also privileges, etc., etc.

S. J. PARDESSUS, Pa j tee,

b< 557, a

From the New York Manufacturer and Build' :

u The frequent occurrence of disa rous fin in <:h n

facturing localiti< in tenements a I buildings crowded with »

beings, and the lamentable loss ->f life attending i un< . a<
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of the absence of ready means at hand for safe retreat, would seem to

be a sufficient incentive toward searching out some improved

method of escape from a burning building, whatever its hight or

population.

" It is quite evident that most of the fire-escapes now in use,

either through impracticableness or faulty mechanical contrivance,

are failures, principally, it is to be feared, through a negative obser-

vance of the laws bearing upon such matters and the parsimony of

individuals, who have much to answer for in the loss of life by thus

exposing their charges, work-people and tenants, to an abode that

may in an instant be changed to a torture chamber, ending in their

death.

" The fatal results of the fire in the rear tenement house of 35

Madison street, in this city, on the morning of January 4th, 1881,

where a number of lives were lost, mostly children, notwithstanding

lie ordinary iron balcony and ladder fire-escape, has made it apparent

that this method of escape, owing to various conditions, is not wholly

reliable, principally on account of flame and smoke rushing out of

windows below, cutting off retreat, the inability of frightened women

and children to thus descend, the utter impossibility for aged or sick

persons to do so, and, as happened in this instance, the inability oi

rescuers reaching them in season. The sickening disaster by fire of

the Newhall House in Milwaukee on the night of January 10th last,

by which one hundred lives were sacrificed; the schoolhouse tragedy

in this city on the 20th of last February, when fifteen children were

killed and eight injured, by being thrown in a pile over a broken

stair-railing, are all cases in point. The New York Times says the

loss of life by the burning of the Cambridge fiats in New York, 7th

of March last, ' is a blow directed at a class of buildings, popular

and almost necessary in this city.* Very true; and hence the impera-

tive necessity of a means being discovered whereby these elegant

residences and commodious structures may be continued and multi-

plied, and made still more popular because of their perfect safety,

notwithstanding their elevation, as much so as a one-story building.

Had the unfortunate victims a feasible fire-escape, the one ill and

in too feeble condition to flee, without trusting herself half clad to

a mid-air descent by ladder, might have been saved, and without the

sacrifice of the other attempting to save her.

" These views are suggested by an examination into the merits

of an invention by a gentleman of Brooklyn and 9 Park Place, New
York, S. J. Pardessus, which we understand he has been some years
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engaged upon, and is now preparing to lay before the public. It cer-

tainly seems to cover the ground completely as a perfect fire and

smoke-escape, with ready means for firemen to reach the desired point

for rescue and extinguishment of fire.

" It is claimed by the inventor as an improvement over other

fire-escapes, as overleaping all other forms and solving the promblem

of sure flight from death by fire or suffocation. It is simply a spiral

inclined plane, with two passages within a turret or otherwise, accord-

ing to requirement, of a non-inflammable, fire-proof, or even of

slowly combustible material, placed at any part of a building, remote

from stairways hoistways, hatches or elevators ; or it may be made to

serve for several buildings, standing detached in an open space, a

courtyard, or between houses communicating l>y foot-bridges that run

out from balconies at each story; or from an adjoining roof, and built

up as high as needed. A hollow core or tube forms its centre, around

which the two passages wind. The outer parage is for escape—

a

smooth, inclined plane (steps and landings are avoided therein, to

prevent tripping or falling), the pitch of the footway to be such as to

make the descent easy, with celerity of movement; the walls free of

impediments, except a wire or other suitable rope at both sides,

passing through rings or staples; narrow loop-holes in the outside wall

may be placed, when practicable to do so, looking out on a street or

open space, to admit light and air, fixing them as high as the spiral

will allow.

'•The inner rescue, or firemen's passage, has an open or ladder-

footing, formed by the rafters being left uncovered, thereby made
more practicable, as it is more steep than the other passage on
account of winding closely about ihe centre; and by being open
all the way, admits a free current of air from below to keep the in-

terior cool and drive upward any smoke that may enter, and carrying il

out 1 the ventilator cap at the apex. At each story, or required en-

trance into the turret, an automatic -working door of sheet iron,

lined with cement or other suitable material, is placed to slide up into

the walls easily, and so balan< L as to be raised without trouble, yei

inclii I to descend in pla< • without attention of anyone. The aper-
ture to be of jus1 sufficient size to admit the passaf of two persons,

>r example, an invalid lying on :> main-ass; the lower the opening
thj bette ..< count <»f smoke entering. The passage-ways men-
tioned, to be governed in their width by the di Land likely to oome
upon them, and the pitch of ihe pathway bj its width ami frequency
of spin

•
lings. The hollow < itre tube, mai be ntiliz I
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in part to supply water from water pipes below, by the aid of a fire-
* m

engine, pump, or its own pressure. Hose attachments may be made
at any place desired therein, to operate without delay upon the fire;

afc i by an interior tube or pipe, placed either in the core or surround-
ing wall, for the efficient removal of noxious gases from foul vaults,

Q ventilating the sewer or waste pipes, by forming a connection with
outside of the trap, or before the sewer pipe enters the house, carry-

ing it upward and out at the apex of the turret, roof, through a suit-

•able ventilating cap, which should be above the highest point of the
>of of the adjoining house, and consequently above all windows

idjoining.

" The inventor of this improved escape says: 'A turret with the
I mtages enumerated need not be an expensive matter, being si^-

-ptibie of economic planning and construction, according to the
purse, as well as forming a sightly appendage to a building at a

•corner, or as a central tower; besides, it affords a method of rapid at-
tack upon a fire of incalculable advantage to underwriters as well a-

ners, but of more moment, an immediate rescue and safe retreat ti-

the weak, helpless and infirm as well as to the strong, even when ap-
>lied to the highest buildings, with the minimum risk of injuring or
maiming anyone. It will be perceived, also, that as the escaping
pa 3age is separated from the central shaft by the firemen's or rescue
passage, and extends out to the circumference of the circle, an easy

3ep is thus obtained for those escaping, which would not be the
•case if this passage wound immediately about the centre shaft, uules-

enlarged, which would make it costly to build, and occupy a much
larger space. I feel confident that this improved fire-escape is

superior in all respects to any other form yet devised, after the many
years of experiment in that direction; it is wholly practicable until, by
r m of great surrounding heat, the fire-proof doors leading into it

riveled up; long before then, however, all occupants of the
building will have made their escape and been taken care of. Thus
firemen or assistance, would be on hand at the first alarm, the former

fch point desired quicker than usual, without waiting for their lad-
der o be raised, and with water ready for delivery upon the immedi-

e tir^, or from the turret upon surrounding buildings. The lower, or
en mce door into the turret from the street or court, being simply an
o inary wood door, would offer no bar to forced entrance if necessary.
All other doorways may be secured by bolts running through so as to

e from either side, and, when drawn by anyone inside the turret,

to sound an alarm. Properly constructed in courtyards of hotels, with
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the lower door under supervision, and with passages radiating there-

from at the upper stories, this is about the only fire-escape that does

not invite burglarious attention.'

" A contemporary of recent date says: 'A legitimate and impor-

tant inquiry concerning certain kinds of buildings, but as regards

hotels, flats, tenements, factories, places of public assembly and other

large structures, the chief consideration that beside all others are

trivial, is the safety of the inmates. Especially should this be the

case with hotels. That a building in which hundreds of men, women

and children, lie down in the helplessness of sleep, usually weary, often

ill, some not unfrequently stupefied by alcohol or drugs, should

be as safe as human care and skill can make it, would seem to be at

elementary principle of civilized common sense Escapes-

should be of such a character that their use is not merely a des-

perate last resort, scarcely less dangerous than a flying leap or running

the gauntlet of a fiery furnace. Not five men in a hundred, not five

women in a thousand, could be tempted or driven by anything less-

than a stake of life and death to attempt to descend from the top of

a high building by a single rope, however adjusted. Even to go down

an iron ladder running from a narrow balcony straight to the ground,,

would be impossible to a great majority of people; and while mortal-

terror stimulates some to feats beyond their normal ability, in other

it destroys for the time all strength of mind and body. Such contri-

vance- are not safeguards; they are very dangerous guards at be^i

presenting barely a choice of evils.'
"

Another New York paper says:

" It has recently been stated that there are now no fewer than

750 different styles of fire-escapes before the American public, yet

additions are constantly being made to this already lengthy lisi

That the great majority of the list arc worthless, or comparatively

*o, seems to be proved by the fact that they are not in use, except in-

a few isolated cases, even though long period- have elapsed since th j

were brought out. But there has just been patented a remarkable in-

vention in connection with which it is certain that no such recor<

will be made. It is a fire-escape tower, the invention of Mr. S. -I

Pardessus, of 9 Park Place, this city. Patented May frth, 1683.

. . This is the only fire-escape ever invented giving a reasonab]

chance for getting out the nek and infirm, there being neither step*

landings, nor corners to cause tripping, collision or confix n. A
building can be emptied in an incredibly short .,< •< time, . . -

For public schools it will be invaluable. ..."
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The Norristown Herald of May 20th says:

" As our public school directors and proprietors of establishments

giving employment to large numbers of people, are obliged under the

Act of Assembly to provide fire-escapes, any information regarding

the same is of interest. There are all sorts of contrivances in use,

most of which fail in their purpose when the test of danger is at hand.

The simplest and safest fire-escape we have yet seen on paper is an

invention by Mr. S. J. Pardessus of Brooklyn and 9 & 11 Park Place,

New York It certainly seems to cover the ground com-

pletely as a perfect fire and smoke escape, with ready means for fire-

men to reach the desired point for rescue, and extinguishment of

tire
"

The following extract, bearing upon high buildings, is from the

New York Building and Architectural Monthly

:

" It has become natural, when a large building is projected, to

wonder how much above its fellows it will rise. As far as the con-

struction is concerned, there is no good and valid reason why a build-

ing any number of stories in hight may not be erected with perfect

safety, and be made practically fire-proof. Safe and fire-proof con-

struction is, however, too generally made to carry the burden of ill-

considered and poorly-adjusted plans. The voice of a hundred

newspaper notices bears evidence to this fact. Better arrangement,

ot better building, is called for. Buildings may be fire-proof and

yet be unsafe. Enough of combustible material enters into the finish

and furnishing of any apartment house to cause material damage and

much alarm in event of fire. Provisions against the contingencies of

fire should be as strictly and fully made in the so-called fire-proof

buildings as in those built after the usual method The
fire-escape ought not to be an attachment to the building, to be used

only in case of need, but should form an element of it and be in every

day use. An efficient fire service, simple in idea and application,

lould be carefully planned and studied, so that the means of readily

checking and subduing a conflagration may be within the reach of

ny inmate, and not be almost wholly dependent upon outside aid.

. . To adopt these suggestions certainly involves considerable

ore plan space than is usual, and the outlay of larger sums of

money. In proportion as they are adopted and carried out in so??ie

form will more perfect buildings result."

/
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POPULAR SCIENCE CATECHISM.

(From the Builder, Holyoke, Mass., July, 1883.)

Lesson I.
—" French Flats."

Oh ; does a French flat ever bum down?

No, dearest, never; it burns up.

When a French flat is on fire in the basement

how is it with the people in the upper stories f

They are uncomfortable.

What do they do f

They wish they were out of it.

Can they get out f

Oh, yes ! easily.

Well, how f

They can either jump from the roof or fly out

of the window.

Can many people fly f

Not manv.

Then must people have to jump f

"Xes, they either have to jump or fry.

Does it hurt them tojump?
Nobody knows.

Why f

Because those who have jumped were very reticent afterwards.
* * * * * *

Are any Frenchflats fire-proof'?

Oh, yes ! They are all fire-proof.

But you said that some of them have burned down f

No; I said some of them have burned up.

Then those were notfireproof ?

No ; those which were burned were not strictly fire-proof.

Which arefire-proof, then f

Those which have not yet been burned.

Will the poor agents say theirflats are fire-prooff

They will swear to it.

How will they explain themselves after afire f

They will blame the poor builder.

What will the poor L>/'dder do f

He will blame the poor architect.



M ' the poor architect do f

"'
•
'II I it to the poor coroner.

What ' thi poor coroner do?
1 1 ( -it IS the act Of Go* I.

v
'

:I
•

:

d Nom York scientist ys:

'*'' ttthi only measure of safety against ] if life l>> 61 lay

building tfl , as the New Fori Timed 1 commended, tin

' and in so closing them I tir-tight and fire-i >of

1 they could not serve as flue to men : draught, I id

1 »• stor story, uoddistribul Bxnoke through thi
:

;<I-

I' Mei in which humm life is cc wildtb rizing
,|( ' po] «i, ihould be listened to, and only th< uiopl

; " ll " * (y which will bear every test, will •

• - th
11 1*1 1 <

*
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VENTILATING SKY-LIGHTS
Of Various Patterns,

HIP and DOME, usual styles.
ALSO WITH

Cast Iron Socket s
j

supplied with

METAL OR CLASS VENTILATING CAPS,
As shown by Cut^ on foregoing page,

EIHAUST PRINCIPLE the best liecanse acting according to natural law.

IVTEID^I., OE EXCELLENCE
S. J, PAKDESSUS, New York, Patentee

i Bbrtiarj 12, 1*T*. April 20, l*»*»o.

5ky-Lights are math upon Galvanized Iron, Cu*i
galvanized, or Woo*! Bnsrs, and designed for pub-

lic or in-irate buildings.

Iron

NO LEAKAGE, CONDENSATION OR EXPANSION UNPROVIDED FOR

Warranted 20 jcars against Leakage al the Crown through
the Ventilating Cap, or about Kite Apex.

*

No Foul Gases in a House with one of these Sky-Lights on it,

Illustrated Catalogues sent on application.
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By neglect to insure property against fire, the earn-

ings of years have disappeared in a few minutes, leav-

ing the careless one penniless

By neglect to provide an intelligent means of escape

for the family from lire, the result may prove worse

than being left penniless.

A little human foresight and ingenuity may prevent

a calamity of great magnitude.

No honor on earth is equal to that won bj the

savin <r of human life.

As a measure of -purity from suffocating by sinok

while seeking exit through a hall-way or down a stair-

case, a wet towel or cloth over the head will he of great

help.

A FULL SIZE working section of t

CONSTRUCTION

y be )en at 9 & II Park Pla« ) S

j

r
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